Unity

Unity is a roomy, very comfortable executive desk
or conference room chair. Beautiful details
and sculptural contours add an elegant aesthetic.

The polished aluminum arms arc
gracefully to enfold the backrest,
adding both dimension and lightness at once.
Select urethane arm caps for less
formal boardrooms and meeting
rooms, or upholstered arm caps
for a more tailored look.

Unity urethane arm cap detail

Unity upholstered arm cap detail

Unity is offered in mid back and high
back choices, with polished aluminum
arms, and black or polished aluminum
bases. An optional more generous seat
width is also available –adds one inch
to the space between the arms.

The refined headrest adds elegance
to the high back version, and provides
optimal support.

Headrest Detail

6961 Mid back chair with urethane arm caps
6962 Mid back chair with upholstered arm caps
6971 High back chair with urethane arm caps
6972 High back chair with upholstered arm caps

Designed with Executive Ergonomics, Unity incorporates Pelvic
Balance Point® technology, which ensures that both men and
women are supported and comfortable, and T1-L5 Free Shoulders®
design, which allows workers to adopt postures that bring more
movement, and more oxygen, to their bodies.
Adjustments include:
Seat Height
Backrest Height
Tilt Tension
Tilt Lock

6961/6962
W 26.75" D 24.25" H 41–45.5"
SH 18.5–23" AH 26.25–30.75"

6971/6972
W 26.75" D 24.25" H 47.75–52.25"
SH 18.5–23" AH 26.25–30.75"

Pelvic Balance Point®
When in the tasking position, most men sit rolled back on their
ischial tuberosities (“sit bones”) while most women sit rolled
slightly forward on these “sit bones” – in other words more
upright and forward in their chairs. Unity allows for this fundamental difference. This Pelvic Balance Point® (PBP) design
technology allows you to adjust your positioning on the seat in
relation to the backrest for optimum support and comfort.

T1-L5 Free Shoulders® Design
Unity backrest, with its T1-L5 Free Shoulders® design, curves in
at the sides to provide lumbar and kidney support, and curves
away behind the shoulder blades. This allows your shoulder and
chest muscles to release when in an upright or reclined position,
reversing that hunched-shoulder feeling you get from mousing
and keying. As a result, your chest expands and you can breathe
more air into your lungs, which improves circulation and delivers
oxygen to the spine and brain.

Additional images and downloadable cut sheets available online.
Due to the constant evolution of, and additions to, product lines,
Keilhauer encourages reference to www.keilhauer.com.
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